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The PowlVac circuit breaker was introduced into the marketplace in 1982. Several improvements have 
been made since that time that focused primarily on expanding and updating the ratings. Until the release 
of the Series 4, all 15kV circuit breakers having a rated short circuit current of 50kA and a continuous 
current rating of 3000A were downwardly interchangeable, sometimes being referred to as  “universal 
spares”. This was made possible in part due to the same 16 pin secondary disconnect plu g and 
receptacle being used for all ratings and varous control schemes.  

Since the introduction of the PowlVac, requirements for control and monitoring have increasingly evolved. 
This progress was hampered for the Powl Vac circuit breaker to a great extent by the limited amount of 
secondary disconnect pins available. It became increasingly difficult, if not impossible, to adhere to the 
control wiring requirements of IEEE C37.11 and provide sufficient terminals for additional monitoring, 
while maintaining interchangeability.  

Powell introduced two significant options for the PowlVac over the past few years. One was the option for 
onboard remote electrical racking. The other is the Circuit Breaker Monitor, an onboard device that 
continuously monitors the health and operational characteristcs of the circuit breaker. Both of these 
options required additional wiring connections, which in some cases required an additional plug and 
receptacle to be added to the circuit breaker and the compartment.  

The PowlVac Series 4 now employs a 32 pin secondary disconnect, literally double the amount of pins 
originally available. These additional pins are for not only circuit breaker control wiring that fully complies 
with IEEE C37.11, but also incorporates standardized wiring and dedicated secondary disconnect pins for  
trip and close coil monitoring, redundant trip coil and monitoring and onboard remote electrical racking. 
The new secondary disconnect also allows a single standardized circuit breaker  internal wiring scheme to 
be used, regardless of the options required or the control voltage voltage or frequency.  

All Series 4 circuit breaker will incorporate a complete “plug and play” wiring harness, again regardless of 
the optional features used. This enables field modfications of any Series 4 circuit breaker, (i.e.changing 
control voltage or adding or deleting options) without the need to modify the existing internal circuit 
breaker wiring. 

Even though the original PowlVac circuit breakers utilzed the “universal spare” concept d escribed 
previously, with the 16 pin secondary disconnect limitation , some control wiring schemes were not 
compatible. For example, a circuit breaker compartment wired for an undervotage (UV) release was not 
compatible with any other circuit breaker that did not include the same UV option. The Series 4 eliminates 
this issue. With the Series 4, field changes such as adding new options or changing existing control 
features are easily accomplished because the circuit breaker and secondary disconnect wiring wil l not 
need field modification.  

It is important to note that the Series 4 circuit breaker is not compatible with any previously manufactured 
PowlVac switchgear due to the change of the secondary disconnect and the rating interference plate. 
However adapting a Series 4 circuit breaker for use in older equipment is possible.  

All Series 4 circuit breakers are directly compatible with the Circuit Breaker Monitor option. If the option is 
not installed at the factory, it can be easily added in the field as the pr ovisions for wiring and mounting are 
provided as standard.     

Several other improvements have been incorporated into the Series 4 circuit breaker.  The incorporation of 
the provisions for optional on board remote electrical racking allowed for a general im provement of all of 
the racking mechanism components yielding a more robust assembly. 
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The primary disconnecting devices have been configured with multiple finger, spring loaded disconnecting 
device assemblies that are easily maintainable and field replaceable without requiring major disassembly 
of the circuit breaker. The new primary disconnecting device also reduces the required racking insertion 
forces, most notably at the higher ratings. Since the new primary disconnect is a spring-loaded assembly 
that is now separate from the circuit breaker primary runback copper bars, it  allows for greater field 
misalignment that can sometimes occur during shipping and installation.    

The rating intererence plate, sometimes called a “coding plate”, has also been impr oved. With the change 
to the 32 pin secondary disconnect that precluded continuing interchangability with all previously built 
PowlVac switchgear, the limitations of the existing interference plate design could be eliminated. This 
allowed the  incorporation of sufficient space to accommodate future expansion of the PowlVac circuit 
breaker ratings and increased flexibility for Ground and Test Device and Dummy Circuit Breaker 
compartment restrictions. 

All of the electrical ratings, such as short circuit, cont inuous current, interrupting times, etc., continue to 
be available with PowlVac Series 4.    

Ted A. Burse 

Director, Research and Development 

 


